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The purpose of this paper is to present a characterization of the finite 
simple group PS’a,&), where q is odd, in terms of the centralizer of an 
extremal involution, that is, an element corresponding to an involution of 
Spa,(g) whose subspace of fixed vectors has the maximal dimension 272 - 2. 
If n >, 3, this centralizer is the central product of two subgroups isomorphic 
with S&(q) and Spa,,(p). We shall prove the following result. 
THEOREM. Let G be a Jinite group with an involution t whose centralizer in 
G is given by 
c(t) = LJ, [L, II = 1, L n J = (9, 
where L g SL,(q), J z Sp,,-,(q), for some odd q, and n 3 5. Then either 
(i) G = C(t) O(G), or 
(ii) G is isomorphic with PSp,,(q). 
As usual, O(G) denotes the largest normal subgroup of odd order in G. 
As shown in [8], the theorem is valid also when n = 3. However, several 
of our arguments break down when n = 4. We hope to deal with this last 
case in a later paper. 
It may be of interest to remark that the involution t does not necessarily 
lie in the centre of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. In fact, when G z PSp,,(q), 
t lies in the centre of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G if, and only if, n is odd. 
The proof of the theorem is a little different from that given in [8] for the 
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case n = 3, although the general objectives of studying the centralizers of 
involutions and of constructing a subgroup isomorphic with P.!+,,(q) remain 
the same. Supposing that G # C(t) O(G), we are able by rather elementary 
methods to construct the centralizers of involutions of C(t) corresponding 
to elements of PSp,,(p) given by involutions of S’,,(q) whose subspaces of 
fixed vectors have dimensions 2n - 4, 2n - 6. (Centralizers of involutions 
corresponding to elements of order 4 in S&(q) do not have to be considered.) 
This information is used to show that if H is a subgroup of G containing C(t), 
and H # C(t) O(H), then H = G. The proof of the theorem is concluded by 
constructing such a subgroup H, isomorphic with J’S’,,(q), by taking ele- 
ments of G satisfying defining relations given by Steinberg [7]. In the present 
case, this procedure is simpler than the construction of a (EN)-pair used in 
[8]. Some remarks concerning this alternative method are made at the end 
of the paper. 
Our notation generally agrees with that of [8]. Also, we shall use GU&) 
to denote the unitary group of dimension m over the field of 42 elements, and 
PGU,(q) the corresponding projective group. A symplectic basis of a 2m- 
dimensional symplectic vector space is a basis {e, ,fi , e2 ,fa ,..., e, ,fm} 
such that (ei ,fJ = 1 for all i, and (ei , e9) = (et ,fJ = (fi ,fj) = 0 if i # j. 
1. SOME PROPERTIES OF SYMPLECTIC GROUPS 
Let V be a symplectic vector space over F, , of dimension 2m. If x is any 
linear transformation on V which is an involution, then we have a decomposi- 
tion 
v = v+ @ v-, 
where V+ is the subspace of elements of V fixed by x and V- the subspace of 
elements of V mapped by x into their negatives (the positive and negative 
subspaces of x.) We shall call the dimension of V- the type of x. If 
65 ,fi9 es ,fi ,-.., em ,fm> is a symplectic basis of V, and T is an even number 
between 2 and 2m, r = 2s, then the linear transformation mapping e, , 
f 1 ,..., e, , fs into their negatives, and fixing the other ei , fi , is an involution of 
type Y in the symplectic group X = Spa,(q) of V. Also, X contains elements 
whose square is - 1, for example the linear transformation mapping ei 
into ft , fd into - ei , for all i. 
The following result is effectively contained in the books of Dickson ([2], 
pp. 102, 106) and DieudonnC ([3], pp. 25,26). For convenience, we shall give 
a proof, smce Drckson’s method consrsts of somewhat involved matrix 
calculations, and DieudonnC deals with a more general situation. 
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(1A) There exist involutions in X = Sp,,(q) of precisely the types 2, 4, 
6,..., 2m, and two involutions of X are conjugate if, and only if, they have the 
same type. If x is an involution of type r in X, then 
cxw = Spr(q) x SP,,,(q). 
There is exactly one conjugacy class in X of elements y such that y2 = - 1, and 
for such an element 
according as q = 1 (mod 4) or q E - 1 (mod 4). 
Proof. If x is an involution of X and 
v= v+e v- 
the decomposition of V into the positive and negative subspaces of x, then 
V+ and V- are orthogonal, since x is symplectic. Thus, V+ and V- are non- 
singular subspaces of V, so that their dimensions are even. In particular, the 
type T of x is even. If x’ is another involution of type I in X, and 
v= u+@ u- 
the decomposition of V into the positive and negative subspaces of x’, then 
there is an element z of X mapping V+ on U+ and V- on U-, since there is, 
to within equivalence, only one nondegenerate alternating bilinear form in 
each even dimension. Then x transforms x into x’, so that x and x’ are con- 
jugate in X. Similarly, the centralizer C,(x) consists of all elements of X 
leaving V+ and V- invariant, so that each such element is determined by a 
symplectic transformation of V+ and a symplectic transformation of V-, and 
C,(x) is isomorphic with the direct product of Sp,,,(q) and Sp,(q). 
Now let y E X, ys = - 1. Suppose first that q = 1 (mod 4), so that Fq 
contains a square root 7 of - 1. The linear transformation x = my is an 
involution which is antisymplectic, i.e., (vx, wx) = - (v, w) for all v, w in V. 
It follows that the positive and negative subspaces V+, V- of x are totally 
isotropic. Since V = V+ @ V-, it follows that 
dim V+ = dim V- = m 
([3], p. 13). Also, y acts on V+ as multiplication by - 17 and on V- as multi- 
plication by v. The bilinear form sets up a duality between V+ and V-. 
If y’ is another element of X whose square is - 1 and U+, U- are the positive 
and negative subspaces of the involution my’, then U+ and U- are dual vector 
spaces of dimension m, and V = U+ @ U-. Then the linear transformation 
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of V given by taking any isomorphism of V+ on U+ and the contragredient 
map of V- on U- is an element of X transforming y into y’. Similarly, every 
element of C,(y) is determined by an automorphism of V+ and the contra- 
gredient automorphism of V-, so that C,(y) is isomorphic with the general 
linear group of V+, i.e., with G.&J@. 
Now suppose that 4 = - 1 (mod 4), so that F, does not contain a square 
root of - 1. Let 7 be a square root of - 1 in Fgz . Then I’ can be made into a 
vector space of dimension m over Fg2 by defining 
for v E V, (Y, /3 E F, . An Fe-linear transformation of V commutes with y if, 
and only if, it is F,,-linear. If v, w E V, set 
(v, w> = 17(v, 4 - (v, WY>* 
Then ( ,) is easily checked to be a nondegenerate Hermitian form on V 
relative to the nontrivial automorphism of Fua over F, , and an F&inear 
transformation of V lies in X if, and only if, it is unitary with respect to this 
form. It follows that C,(y) g GU,(q). If y ’ is another element of X whose 
square is - 1, then again we can make V into a vector space of dimension m 
over F,,a , with a nondegenerate Hermitian form given by 
<v, wu>’ = rl(v, w) - (v, WY’). 
We note that the scalar multiplication in V is not the same as before, but is 
the same for scalars lying in F, . Since there is, to within equivalence, only 
one nondegenerate Hermitian form over FQe in each dimension ([3], p. 16), 
there is an F,-linear map z of V on itself such that (a, w) = (vz, wz)‘, 
for all v, w in V. This means that 
(v, 4 = (V% WJQ, (v, WY) = (V% WZY’), 
so that z is symplectic and y’ = &yz. Thus, y and y’ are conjugate in X. 
This completes the proof of (1A). 
We note in particular that if y is an element of X = Sp,,(q) whose square 
is - 1 then so is y-l, so that y and y-l are conjugate. If x is an element of X 
transforming y into y-l, then in the case q = 1 (mod 4), z interchanges the 
positive and negative subspaces V+, V- of the involution qy, so that z induces 
an automorphism of C,(y) G G&(q) o contragredient ype ([3], p. 88). In f 
the case q E - 1 (mod 4), z is a transformation of V (considered as a vector 
space over F,a) which is semilinear relative to the nontrivial automorphism 
of F,+ , so that z induces an automorphism of C,(y) g GU,(q) of semilinear 
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type ([3], p. 93). In either case, x induces an outer automorphism on 
C,(y)/Z[C,(y)], which is isomorphic with PGL,(q) or PGU,(q). 
Also, the case m = 1 shows that SL,(q) = Q,(q) has just one class of 
elements y such that y2 = - 1, and that the centralizer of such an element in 
SL,(q) is cyclic of order q - 1 or q + 1 according as q = 1 (mod 4) or 
q = - 1 (mod 4). 
(1B) If E is an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of X = Sp,,(q), then V 
can be written as the orthogonal direct sum of 2-dimensional subspaces W, ,..., W,,, 
which are invariant under E. 
Proof. We use induction on m, the result being trivial when m = 1. 
If E < (- l), the result holds. Hence, suppose that x is an involution of E 
distinct from - 1. Then V is the orthogonal direct sum of the positive and 
negative subspaces V+, V- of x, which are proper subspaces of V. Since E 
centralizes x, V+ and V- are invariant under E. By induction, V+ and V- 
can be written as orthogonal direct sums of 2-dimensional subspaces invariant 
under E, so that we have the desired decomposition of V. 
We shall also use the following uniqueness result for certain groups which 
are products of symplectic groups. 
(1C) Let X be a group with subgroups X1 ,..., X, such that [Xi, X,] = 1, 
whenever i # j, and let 
Suppose further that each Xi is isomorphic with a symplectic group over a field 
of characteristic d@rent from 2. Then the Xi are uniquely determined by these 
conditions. 
Proof. The centre Z(X) = 2(X,) a.* 2(X,) is a 2-group, and 
X/Z(X) = x,2(x)/2(x) x -** x xm.z(x)/z(x), 
where X,Z(X)/Z(X) E X,/Z(X,) is isomorphic with a projective symplectic 
group, and so is an indecomposable group with trivial centre. By the Krull- 
Schmidt theorem, the subgroups XdZ(X) are uniquely determined. Since X, 
is the least normal subgroup of X,Z(X) having index a power of 2, the Xi 
are also uniquely determined. 
If Y is a group and Y = Yr a*. Y, a decomposition also satisfying the 
conditions of (lC), and 8 is an isomorphism of X on Y, then it follows that 
m = 71 and 8 maps the X, on the Yi in some order. In particular, every auto- 
morphism of X permutes the Xi among themselves. 
4w4/4-8 
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2. THE INVOLUTIONS OF G 
From now on we assume that G is a finite group satisfying the hypothesis 
of the theorem: 
G has an involution t, such that 
C(td = u [&,I1 = 1, L, n J = <tt>, (1) 
whe L, r SL,(q), Jz Sp2&q), for some odd q, and n > 5. 
As in [g] we have placed a subscript on t and L for later convenience. 
Also, we assume that 
G # C(h) O(G). (2) 
These conditions are satisfied by the simple group P,!@,(q), where tl is an 
element corresponding to an involution of type 2 in Spa,(q), in the sense of 
(1A). We wish to prove that conversely a group G satisfying (1) and (2) must 
be isomorphic with PSp,,(q). 
We shall identify J with Sp,,-,(q), the symplectic group of a symplectic 
vector space V of dimension 2n - 2 over F,, . We fix a symplectic basis 
{es ,fi ,.-, e, , f,> of V. If A is any subset of {2,..., n} and A’ the complemen- 
tary subset, let V, be the subspace of V generated by those e, , f+ with i in A, 
let LA be the subgroup of J of all elements which act as the identity on V,n , 
and let ti be the element of LA which acts as - 1 on Vi. Then V, is the 
orthogonal complement of V,t , and is invariant under LA. Thus, 
LA E Sp,,(q), where m = 1 A 1 , and tA is an involution of type 2m in J which 
generates Z(L,). Since the negative and positive subspaces of tA are V, and 
V,* , we have 
C&A) = L” x L& . (3) 
If A, B are subsets of {2,..., n}, then clearly 
L~ssLg*IAI=IBI, (4) 
ACB *LA <LB, (5) 
L*LB=L* XLB if A and B are disjoint. (6) 
If A = {i,j, K ,... }, we also write Vi/*... , Li*k... , tuk... for V, , LA , tA . In 
particular, we have subgroups LB ,..., L,, of J isomorphic with S&(q), with 
central involutions t2 ,..., tn . Since V,,... = V, @ V, @ V, @ .** , it follows 
that 
&... = t,t,t, *-* . (7) 
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In particular, tsts **. t, is the central involution t, ofL,..., = J, so that 
V&3 *.- t, = 1. 03) 
Thus, the subgroup 
D = <tl , t, , 4, ,..., t,,> 
is the direct product of (t2), (t3),..., (t,,), and is elementary abelian of order 
p-1 
For each i = 1, 2,..., n, choose an element yr of Li such that yia = t, , and 
set 
to =YlYz "'Yn- (9) 
By (8), to is an involution. By (lA), C(t,) has precisely n classes of involutions, 
those represented by to and tl , and the n - 2 classes of noncentral involutions 
in 1. Each of the last type of involution is conjugate to an element tA , where 
A is a proper subset of {2,..., n>. 
(2A) The involution tI is not conjugate in G to to or to any involution tR , 
where A C {2,..., n},l<IAl<n-1. 
Proof. By (3), if A is a subset of {2,..., n} and A’ the complementary 
subset, 
C(t, , t”) = LILALA’ . 
Since L, , LA , LR* are isomorphic with symplectic groups over F, , C(t, , t,,) 
has no normal subgroup of index 2. 
Sety=y,, z=ys***y%, so thatyELl, zeJ, y2=zz=tl, to=yz. 
BY (14, 
C(t1 ? to) = C,(Y) C.&) (w>, 
where CL1(y) is cyclic of order q - 1 or q + 1, CJ(z) is isomorphic with 
GL,,(q) or GU,,(q) according to whether q = 1 (mod 4) or q = - 1 
(mod 4), and w = bc, where b is an element of L, inverting y and c is an 
element of J inverting z. In particular, C(tl , to) has CL1(y) C,(z) as a normal 
subgroup of index 2, so that C(t, , to) is not isomorphic with C(t, , tA) for any 
subset A of (2,..., n}. 
The centre of CL1( y) C,(z) is the group 
F = C,<Y> z[C~(zll, 
which is an abelian normal subgroup of C(t, , to). Since CL1(y) and Z[Cr(z)] 
are cyclic and both contain tl as their only involution, the subgroup <tl) is 
characteristic in F. Now, C&y) C,(z)/F is isomorphic with C,(z)/Z[C,(z)], 
which is isomorphic with PGL,+,(q) or PGU,-,(q), a group with no nontrivial 
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nilpotent normal subgroup. Also, w induces an outer automorphism on this 
group, as noted in Section 1. Thus, C(t, , Q/F has no nontrivial nilpotent 
normal subgroup, so that F is the largest nilpotent normal subgroup of 
C(t, , t,). Hence, (ti) is a characteristic subgroup of C(t, , t,,). 
Now suppose that ti is conjugate to t,, in G. Then there is an inner auto- 
morphism of G mapping C(t, , to) into a subgroup of C(t,), and to on t, . 
Let T.J be the image oft, under this map. We can assume that ‘u = tA for some 
subset A of (2 ,.,., n}, or n = t, . Since C(t, , to) s C(V, ti), the first case is 
impossible. We obtain an automorphism of C(t, , to) interchanging t, and t, , 
contradicting the fact that (tr) is characteristic in C(t, , t,). Thus, t, is not 
conjugate to to in G. 
Next, suppose that t, is conjugate in G to t, , for some proper subset A 
of (2,..., n}. Then there is an inner automorphism of G mapping C(tr , tA) 
on a subgroup of C(t,) and tA on t, . If v is the image of tr under this map, then 
we may assume that o = tO or v = tB for some subset B of {2,..., n}. The 
first case is impossible, since C(t, , tA) g C(v, tJ. Thus, we obtain an isomor- 
phism B of C(t, , tA) on C(tB , tJ, mapping ta on t, and t, on ts . If A’, B 
are the subsets of {2,..., n} complementary to A and B, respectively, then 
C(t, 9 tA) = L&444’ , C(t, , tJ = LILBLB’ . 
By (lC), the isomorphism 8 maps L, , LA , L,, on L, , L, , LB, in some order. 
Since 8 maps Z(L,) = <tA) on (tJ, which is the centre of L, but not the 
centre of LB or LB’ , 0 maps LA on L, . By (4), 1 A 1 = 1. This proves (2A). 
(2B) If t is an involution of a Jinite group X which is not conjugate in X 
to any other involution of C*(t), then 
x = Cx(t) O(X). 
Proof. If S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C*(t) and T a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G containing S, then each element of NT(S) transforms t into itself, by 
the hypothesis. Hence, N,-(S) = 5, so that T = S. Now Glauberman’s 
theorem ([4], Theorem 1) gives the result. 
In view of the assumption (2), we immediately obtain 
(2C) The involutions t, , t, , t, ,..., tn are conjugate in G, and are the only 
involutions of D = (tl , t, , t3 ,..., t,,) lying in the conjugacy class of t, in G. 
It now follows that elements of N(D) permute the involutions tl , t, , 
ts ,---, A t among themselves. Since V = Va @ .-. @ V, and the restrictions 
of the bilinear form of V to all the V, are equivalent, any permutation of 
iv2 ,***, V,> can be produced by the action of a suitable element of J. Then 
this element lies in N(D) and produces the corresponding permutation of 
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{t s ,..., t,}. In other words, N,(D) induces the full symmetric group of per- 
mutations on the set {tz ,..., tn}. 
(2D) The group N(D) induces the full symmetric group on the set 
{tl , t, , t3 ,**a, &a>. 
Proof. By the last remark, it is enough to find an element of N(D) which 
does not fix tl . By (2C) we can take an element x of G such that t,n = tl . 
Then D” is a subgroup of C(t,) generated by involutions which are conjugate 
in G to tl . By (2A), all such involutions in C(t,) lie in J, so that Dx < J. By 
(lB), V can be written as an orthogonal direct sum of 2-dimensional sub- 
spaces W, ,..., W,, which are invariant under Dx. There is an element y of 
J, transforming W, ,..., W, on V, ,..., V,, . Then D*Y leaves V, ,..., V, 
invariant, so that Dxg < D, i.e., xy E N(D). Since ti” = tly = t, , we have 
the desired result. 
If x E N(D) and tiz = tj , we writej = P. Then the map i + i5 is a permu- 
tation of (1, 2, 3 ,..., n}, and we have a permutation representation of N(D) 
on the full symmetric group of {1,2, 3 ,..., n}. If A _C {1,2, 3 ,..., n}, we set 
Ax = (9 1 i E A}. If A = {i, j, k ,... }, we set 
t* = t,,... = t&k *** . 
By (7), this agrees with our previous definition of tA when A C {2,3,..., n>. 
Clearly, we have 
A = B5 * tA = t*“. (10) 
In particular, we may use (2D) to see that (2A) holds for any subset A of 
(1, 2, 3,..., n} such that 1 < 1 Al <n- 1. 
We now extend the definition of LA to arbitrary proper subsets A of 
(1, 2, 3Y.V n}. If 1 E A, let B be any subset of (2, 3,..., n} having the same 
number of elements as A, and choose any element x of N(D) such that 
A = Bx. Such an element exists, by (2D). Then set LA = Li . Thus, 
LA E S”,,(q), where m = 1 A 1 , and tA generates Z(L,), by (10). 
(2E) If A is any proper subset of {1,2, 3,..., n}, then LA is well-defined. If 
XEN(D), A=B”, thenL,=L;. 
Proof. First suppose that A, B are subsets of (2, 3,..., n} and A = Bx, 
x E N(D). Let T, be the set of involutions consisting of tA together with all 
the ti with i not in A, and let TB be the set consisting of tB together with all 
the tj with j not in B. Since TA and TB both contain tl , we can compute 
their centralizers: 
C(TA) = LA (zg Li) 9 c(TB) = LB (g h) - 
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Since x transforms TB into TA , and ts into tA by (lo), it follows from (IC) 
that x transforms L, into L, , so that we have the second statement in this 
case. 
Now suppose that B, CC (2, 3 ,..., 
B”g-’ = C, 
n}, x, y E N(D), B5 = 0 = A. Then 
so that LF-’ = Lc , by what we have just proved. Thus, 
Lg = Lc . This proves that L, is well-defined. 
Finally, suppose that A = B* and suppose that 1 is contained in iz or B. 
If 1 E A, 1 $ B, then L, = Lg by definition. If 1 # A, 1 e B, then B = A”-‘, 
so that LB = L:--’ by definition, and, thus, L, = LZ; . If 1 E A, 1 E B, choose 
a subset C of (2, 3,..., n} and an element y of N(D) such that B = 0. Then 
A = @, so that, by definition, 
L, =LF=LL” B* 
Thus, we have the result in all cases. 
Clearly (4) and (5) hold f or all proper subsets A, B of {l, 2, 3 ,..., n}. If 
1 A u B [ < r~ - 1 then there is an element of N(D) transforming A u B 
into a subset of (2, 3,..., n}. It follows that (6) holds for all subsets A, B of 
(1, 2, 3,..., n)forwhich(AuB\<n-l.When)A~B)=n,wehave 
the following result: 
(2F) If {1,2, 3,..., n> is the disjoint union of proper subsets A, B, then 
[LA *LB] = 1, LA n LB = <h> = <tB>. 
Proof. Since n > 5, we may assume that 1 B ] > 3. By the last remark, 
[LA , L,] = 1 for all proper subsets C of B. But LB is generated by the sub- 
groups L, , where C ranges over all subsets C of B such that 1 C 1 = 2 
([2], p. 92). Thus, [LA, LB] = 1. In particular, LA n LB < Z(L,) = (tA). 
Since tA = tB by (8), we have LA n LB = (tA) = (LB). 
P-3 If A, ,..., A, are proper subsets of (1,2, 3 ,..., n>, at least one of which 
contains only one element, then 
C@A1 ,***, t”,) = L, ‘“LB,, 
where B 1 ,..., B, are the minim1 members of the Bookan algebra of subsets of 
(1, 2, 3,..., n] generated by A, ,..., A, . 
Proof. By (2D), (2E), we may assume that A, = (13. If i > 2 and A‘ 
contains 1, then replacement of A( by A( - (1) does not change the Boolean 
algebra generated by A, ,..., 
t.4+ = tlk*-&4* . 
A,. , and does not change C(tAl ,..,, tAJ, since 
Hence, we may assume that A, ,..., A, L (2,3 ,..., n}. Then 
we may take Bl = (l}, and B, ,..., B, are the minimal members of the Boolean 
algebra of subsets of (2,3 ,..., n} generated by A, ,..., A, . 
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The symplectic vector space V on which J acts decomposes into the 
orthogonal direct sum 
Since each VB, (i > 2) is the intersection of the positive subspaces of some 
of the tA, (j 2 2) and the negative subspaces of the rest of them, each element 
of cJ(c42 Y-e*, tA,) leaves every V, invariant. Conversely, the positive and 
negative subspaces of the tA are *each a direct sum of some of the V, , 
so that an element of J lea&g every VB6 invariant commutes with all the 
tAr . Hence, C,(t,* ,..., tA,) = LB0 7.. LB, , so that 
cw (0 If A is a proper subset of {1,2, 3 ,..., n} and a E A, then every 
involution x of LA which is conjugate in G to t, is conjugate in LA to t, , unless 
IAl=n- 1 andx=r,. 
(ii) If (1, 2, 3 ,..., n> is the disjoint union of proper subsets A, ,..., A, and 
a, E A, ,..., a, E A, , then every involution x of X = LA, .a’ LA, which is 
conjugate in G to tr lies in om? of the factors LA, ,. .., LA, , and is conjugate in X 
to one of the involutions tal ,..., t, . 7 
Proof. (i) follows from (1A) and (2A). In (ii) let x = x1 a** x, where 
xi E&( 9 1 <i<r.By(6)a.nd(2F),eitherx1s=***=x~s=1,0rx~ =t,,, 
for all i. In the latter case, let z, be the product of all the yj for which j E Ai , 
where y1 ,..., yn are the elements used in the definition (9) of t, . Then, by 
(5), (7), xi 64‘ , zia = tA( * By (lA), xi is conjugate in LAi to zi , so that x is 
conjugate in X to a, *** z, = t,, , contradicting (2A). 
Thus, xl2 = ..a = x r2 = 1, and xi is conjugate in LA< to tBt for some subset 
Bi of Ai (where we take B1 to be the empty set if x, = 1). Thus, x is conjugate 
in X to t, , where C is the union of all the Bi . By (2A), 1 C 1 = 1 or n - 1. 
If 1 C I = 1, then precisely one Bi is non-empty and for that i, x = xi l LAi 
and x is conjugate in X to tq . If [ C j = n - 1, then tc = t, , where d is the 
element of (1, 2, 3 ,..., n} not in C. If d lies in Ai , then x is conjugate in X to 
t ai , and lies in l;A1: . This proves (2H). 
We shall use the following well-known lemma. 
(21) Let x, y be nonconjugate involutions of a jkite group X. Then xy has 
even order. If z = (xy)~, then xz is conjugate in X to x if m is even, and to y 
if m is odd. In particular, there is an involution t in X which commutes with both x 
and y, such that xt is conjugate in X to x or toy. 
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Proof. An easy calculation shows that (xy)’ transforms x into az(~y)~ 
and y into x(~y)~r+l, so that we have the second statement. Also, the hypothe- 
sis shows that we cannot have (xy) 2++1 = 1, so that xy has even order. The 
last statement is obtained by taking t to be the involution in (xy). 
@J) W,, 9 t,,) = W$&...n . 
Proof. Let X = C(t,, , t,,). Then 
C&l> = C(t1 , t, 9 t3) = L-&L&...n * 
By (2H), the involutions of Cx(t,) conjugate in G to tl are conjugate in Cx(tl) 
to t, , t, , t, , or t, . If t, were conjugate in X to t, , then t, = t,t,, would be 
conjugate to t2tl, = t,, , contradicting (2A) (since n > 5). Similarly, t, is 
not conjugate to t, or t4 in X. By (2B), 
x = CJ-(tl) O(X). 
The involution t, of X acts on O(X) without fixed points, since, by (2G), 
O(X) n w G W(t12 5 t13 9 a 
= O(LlL&&L,L,...,) 
z.z 1. 
Thus, ta inverts O(X). The same then holds for all conjugates of t4 in L,,. . .12 . 
Since Ld5..+ 2 Sag and n >, 5, these conjugates generate Ld6.,.,, . 
Thus, every element of Ld5...,, either centralizes O(X) or inverts O(X). 
If O(X) # 1, then the elements of La%..,, which centralize O(X) form a 
normal subgroup of Las.. .A of index 2. This is impossible, since S~~(,+s)(q) 
has no normal subgroup of index 2. Hence, O(X) = 1, so that X = C,(t,). 
This proves (2J). 
We are now in a position to find the centralizers of involutions tA , where 
1 A 1 = 2, 3. 
(2K) If A C {1,2, 3 ,..., n), I A I = 2, then 
C(t,) = -L&3 , 
where B is the subset of {1,2, 3,..., n} complementary to A. 
Proof. By (2F), C(t,) >, LALB . Using (2D), (2E), we may assume that 
A = {I, 21, B = (3, 4 ,.... n}. 
If tl were conjugate to t, in C(t,,), then t, = t,t,, would be conjugate to 
t&4 = t312. 9 contradicting (2A), since n > 5. Hence, tl and t3 are not con- 
jugate in C(t12). 
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Let x E C(t,,), and suppose that t,, E (tltaO). This implies that the set of 
all 2-elements z in (tltas) n L,, such that x # 1 and tlz is conjugate to tr 
in C(t,,) is nonempty. Choose a to be such an element, of maximal order. 
By (21), there is an element w of (trta*) such that w2 = z. Then tr inverts w, 
so that [tr , w] = w2 = z, trw = trz EL,, . Thus, tlW is conjugate to t, in L,, , 
say 
t1” = t d 1, dGL,, . 
Then wd-l E C(t, , t,,) = L,L,L <L L a...78 \ 12 34...n , so that w E L12L,..., . Set 
w = ab, aELl2, 6 ELLS..., . 
Then, 1 = (t,~)~ = (+z)~ b2, and either (QZ)~ = b2 = 1 or (t,a)2 = b2 = tlz , 
by (2F). If the latter case held, then we see as in the proof of (2H) that 
trw = (tra) b is conjugate in G to to, contradicting (2A), (21). Hence, 
(54” = b2 = 1, z = w2 = &2 = u2. Since z # 1, a is not an involution, so 
that tlu is not 1 or t12 . By (IA), t,u is conjugate to t1 in L,, . 
If b # 1, then, by (IA), b is conjugate inL,..., to t3...k , for some k between 
3 and n. Then t,w = t,ub is conjugate to tlt3...k = t13,..K . By (21), tlw is 
conjugate in C(t,,) to t, or to t3*, and so is conjugate to t, in G. By (2A), 
K=n,sothatb=t,...,=t,,.Inanycase,b~L,,,sothatw~L~~. 
Also, we see that we could have assumed that b = 1. Then we have proved 
that t,w = tlu is conjugate to t, in C(t,,). Thus, w satisfies the same condi- 
tions as z, but has larger order, contradicting the choice of x. Hence, 
t12 $ <t1t31E)* 
Now let u be the involution in (tlt3s), so that u E C(t12 , t, , t3z) and tlu 
is conjugate in C(t12) to tl or t,“. In any case, tru is conjugate to t, in G. Since 
t,u E C(t,, , tl) = C(t, , t2) = L1L2LM.+ , it follows from (2H) that tlu is 
t, , t, , or a conjugate of t3 inL,..., . Since u is not 1 or t12 , the last case holds, 
and there exists an element y of L,..., such that (t,u)” = t3 . Thus, UY = t, , 
since y commutes with t, . Now, 
t? E C(t12)V n C(U)~ = C(t,, , t13) = L1L2L3L45...n , 
by (2 J), so that tgy E L,,L,. . .R . Since t,z’ is not conjugate in C(t12) to t, , 
it follows from (2H) that t? EL,.... , so that t3= EL,..., . 
By (2H), t3= is conjugate to t3 in L34...n: 
tsa = t w 3 I w EL,..., . 
Using (2G), we see that 
xw-l E C(t,, , t3) = L12L&45...n <L&,..., . 
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Hence, x = (XW-r) w lies in L12L34...n . This shows that C(t,,) = L,,L,...,, 
and completes the proof of (2K). 
We remark that (2K) implies that the conclusion of (2G) holds under the 
hypothesis that at least one of the subsets A, ,..., A, contains only two ele- 
ments. 
The next result is analogous to (2A). 
(2L) The involution t,, is not conjugate in G to t, or to any involution tA , 
where A C (1, 2, 3 ,..., n},2<IAI<n-2. 
Proof. Let x be an element of C(t,) which is conjugate to t,, in G: 
tlz = xy, y E G. 
Then t,Y E C(t,,), so that by (2H), (2K) we may assume that 
tlY = t, , or tp = t3 . 
Thus, y induces an isomorphism of C(t, , X) with C(t, , t,,) = L,LAL,..., 
or C(t, , tla) = L1&&~6...n , mapping x on tla . In particular, we cannot have 
x = to, as in the proof of (2A). Suppose that x = tA for some subset A of 
Cl, 2,397 4. BY (2% we may assume that 1 6 A. Now 
C(t, > 4 = w‘4JGl , 
where B is the complement of A in (2, 3,..., n}. Since y transforms 
z(L) = (4 intO <G, we see from (1C) that y transforms Li into L,..., 
or L,, . Thus, 1 A 1 = n - 2 or 1 A 1 = 2, by (4). This proves (2L). 
A similar proof to that of (2H) now shows that the following holds. 
Pw 6) If A is a subset of (1, 2, 3 ,..., n}, 1 A 1 < n - 2, and a, b are 
distinct elmts of A, then every involution x of LA which is conjugate in G to tie 
is conjugate in LA to tab , unless 1 A 1 = n - 2 and x = tA . 
(ii) If (1, 2, 3,..., n} is the disjoint union of proper subsets A, ,..., A, and 
a, E A, ,..., a7 E A, , 
conjugate in G to t,, , 
then every involution x of X = LA, a** LA, ! which is 
either lies in one of the factors LA, ,..., LA, , or ts conjugate 
in X to t,#+ ,for some i, j. 
In determining C(t,), where A 6 {1,2, 3 ,..., n}, 1 A 1 = 3, we need not 
consider the case n = 5, since then tA = te , where 1 B I = 2, B being the 
complement of A in {1,2, 3,4, 5). The cases n > 6, n = 6 are slightly 
different from each other. 
(2N) If A C{l, 2, 3 ,..., n)‘, I A 1 = 3, n > 6, then 
WA) = LA&I, 
where B is the subset of {1,2, 3 ,..., n} complementary to A. 
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Proof. By (2F), C(t,) > LALB . By (2D), (2E), we may assume that 
A = {1,2,3), so that B = (4, 5 ,..., n}. 
If t, were conjugate to t4 in C(t,,,), then t, = t,t,,, would be conjugate to 
t4t123 = t412S 9 contradicting (2L), since 7t > 6. Hence, t, and t4 are not 
conjugate in C(t&. 
Let x E C(t,,). Then, by (21), there exists an involution x in C(t,,,) which 
commutes with t, and tax, such that tlz is conjugate in C(t,,,) to tl or t4*. In 
either case, tlz is conjugate in G to t, . Since t,z E C(t,,, , tl) = LlL2&46...n , 
and tlz # tl , it follows from (2H) that there exists an element y of LlL23L46.. .n
such that (tlz)” = t, or t, . Then xv = t12 or t14 , since y commutes with t1 . 
Now, tzff E C(tlM)Y r\ C(z)” = C(t12, , t,,) or C(t,,, , t,,). By the remark 
following (2K), we have 
c(tl23 7 h2) =L12L3L45--n f 
%23 , t14) =-%3L,L,.... 9 
so that tgy lies in L,,L,,..., . Since t42y is not conjugate in C(t,,) to tl , it 
follows from (2H) that tiy E L45...n , so that ti E Le...,, , since y normalizes 
L 45...n . Now the proof is finished exactly as for (2K). 
(20) Let n = 6, A C {1,2, 3,4, 5,6), 1 A 1 = 3, and let B be the compb- 
mentary subset of {1,2, 3,4, 5, 6). Then 
+A) = &.lJ%uh 
where u is any element of N(D) sllch that Au = B. Also, u2 EL~L~ and u 
transforms LA into LB , so that C(t,) has LALB as a subgroup of index 2. 
Proof. By (2D), (2E), we know that such an element u exists, and that 
it transforms LA into LB . 
Also, u2 E C(D) = &L,L,L,L,L, < LALB . Since tA = tB, C(t,) > LALB(u). 
We may assume that A = (1,2,3), B = (4, 5,6) and u induces the permuta- 
tion (14) (25) (36) on {I, 2,3,4, 5,6}. 
If t12 and t14 were conjugate in C(t,,,), then t, = t12tla3 would be conjugate 
to t14t123 = t423 , contradicting (2A). Hence, t12 and t14 are not conjugate in 
Wl23). 
Let x E C(t,,,). By (21), there exists an involution z in C(t,,) which com- 
mutes with tg2 and t14 , such that t14z is conjugate in G to t12 . Since 
t,,z E C(t,,, , t14) = LlL&4LsB , by (2K), and t,,z # t14 , it follows from 
(2M) that there exists an element y of LlL23L4L66 such that (t14z)u is one of the 
elements t 12, t1s 9 t23 9 GA 9 t2a , t45 > G.6 * Since y commutes with t14 , ZP is 
one of the elements 
h4 r t45 f t123.4 = t,, ? ha, b4fi = tse, t,, , or t14m = t23 - 
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BY W), Ck,, 3 xv) is one of the groups 
43L2W56 Y &3Jk-% P Ll23&%, 7 L12L3Lm , 
4L23-W~ f or -W&456 I 
In any case, we obtain, 
Since t$ is not conjugate in C(t,,) to t,, , it follows from (2M) that t:l lies in 
L 123 Or L453 . Since y normalizes L,,, and L,,, , tf2 lies in L,,, or L,,, . 
If t:2 E L,23 , then tf2 is conjugate in L,, to t12 , by (2M). If $ E Lb56 , then 
tT2 is conjugate in L,,, to td5 = ty2 , by (2M). The same argument as in the 
proof of (2K) shows that x EL~~~L~~,,(u) in either case. 
(2P) If A is a subset of {1,2, 3 ,..., n}, 1 < 1 A 1 < 3, then the ineoZutions 
of C(t,) which are conjugate in G to tlz are uniquely determined. 
Proof. By (2K), (2M), (2N), (20), ‘t 1 is enough to consider the case 
71 = 6, ( A 1 = 3, and to show that there are no involutions in C(t,) which 
are conjugate in G to t12 and which do not lie in the subgroup LaLB of (20). 
Indeed, suppose x is such an involution. Then there is an inner automorphism 
of G transforming x into t,, and tA into an involution w of C(t,,), such that 
Ck2 9 V) is isomorphic with C(x, tA). 
An easy calculation shows that 
C(x, ta) = <x> x <tA> x p, 
where P = {ww” 1 w ELM}. The map of LA on P taking w on ww is a homo- 
morphism with kernel (tA), so that P g PSp,(q). 
Since w E C(t,,) = L,,Ls,,, , er = yz where y EL,, , x EL,, , and either 
y2 = x2 = 1 or y2 = x2 = t12 . In the first case, C(t,, , V) is a product of 
groups isomorphic with symplectic groups over F, , while in the second case, 
WI2 ? V) has a subgroup of index 2 which is a central product of groups 
isomorphic with GL,(q) and GL,(q), or GU,(q) and GU,(q), by (IA). In either 
case C(t,, , V) cannot be isomorphic with C(x, tA). This proves (2P). 
3. IDENTIFICATION OF G 
The next result shows that to prove the theorem we need only construct a 
subgroup of G isomorphic with PSpa12(q). 
(3A) Let H be a subgroup of G containing C(t,), such that H # C(tl) O(H). 
Then H = G. 
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Proof. Since H satisfies the same conditions as G, it has all the properties 
we have found for G. In particular, tz is conjugate to t, in H, and if z is an 
element of H conjugate in H to tl , t,, or tls3 , then C(x) < H, by (2K), (2N) 
(20), and the hypothesis on H. Furthermore, the involutions of C(z) which 
are conjugate to tlz in G are already conjugate to t,, in H, by (2P). 
Let x E G. By (2A), (21), th ere exists an involution z of G which commutes 
with both tl and t& , such that t,z is conjugate in G to tl or t12 .
Since tp E C(t,) = L&a,..., , and t,z # tl , (2A) and (2M) show that t,a 
is conjugate in C(tl) to t2 , tlz or t,, . Thus, z is a conjugate of t12 , t, or tlz3 
in C(tl) < H. Hence, tF2 E C(x) < H, and t& is conjugate to t12 in H: 
tl”z = G , y E H. 
Now z-y-l E C(t,,) < H, so that x = (q-l) y E H. Thus, H = G. 
Now let Z,, be a root system for the classical simple Lie algebra of type C,, . 
We may consider & as a subset of an n-dimensional real vector space with 
basis wr , ws ,..., w, , consisting of all the vectors 
2uJi (1 < i < n), 
wp - wj , wi + wj (1 < i <J- <n), 
(the positive roots) together with their negatives ([5], p. 140). Let Z,+r 
consist of the roots in 2, which do not involve w1 . Then Z,+r is a root 
system for the classical simple Lie algebra of type C,-, . 
For Y in Z,,-, , (x in F, , we define an element x,(a) of J = Spzne2(q) as in 
[6]. If r = & 2wi then ~,(a) E& , while if r = f (wt & wi) (; <i), then 
x,(a) E Lij , and the action of x,(a) on Vi or Vi, is given by the following 
matrices, with respect to the basis {ei , fi} or (es , fi , e, , fi}. 
2wi - 2w, 
wi - w5 - (Wi - Wj) wi + wj - (Oi + w5) 
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Then these ~,(a) generate J, and satisfy the relations 
44 x,(B) = x& + B>, (11) 
[%b>, %(B)l = ~~ir+&ii:mw) (y + s f 01, W) 
where Y,sE&~~, a,fl~F*, and the product is taken over all positive 
integers i, j for which ir + js E Z,+1 , the Cij;cs being certain integer coeffi- 
cients associated with the Lie algebra of type C,-, , which we shall call the 
Che&lq constants for C,, ([l], p. 27). (In the present case, the factors of 
the product may be taken in any order, since they always commute.) 
It will be convenient to write q(a) for x,.(a), where Y = 2wi or - 2wi , 
and then ~~(a) will be understood to stand for q(a), where s = 2w, or - 2wk , 
respectively. Similarly, we shall write +(a) for x,(a), where Y = wt - wj , 
- (wi - wj), wi + wj, or - (wi + wj), and then x&a) will be understood 
to stand for x,(a), where s = We - w, , - (wL - w,,J, wk + w, , or 
- (wk + wm), respectively. 
For i = 2, 3,..., 71 - 1, let ui be the element ofL,,i+l which interchanges ei 
with eifl , and fi with fi+l . Then, 
% : Xi(a) H %+1(a), 44 ++ xi+l.i(a), x7&) +-+ Xk,i+l(a), (13) 
where 2 < i < n - 1, i + 1 < j, K < i. Since ua is an element of L,, n N(D) 
which transforms L, and L, into each other, we see from (2D), (2E) that there 
exists an element ur , such that 
u1 EL,, n W3, 241 :L,e>L,. 
We now define elements x,.(a), for a in FQ and the roots Y of 2, not in .Z,+, 
[the roots f 2w, , f (wl & wj)], by setting 
x1(4 = xz(a)u’, Xl&) = %(a)“‘u2, 
(14) 
+%(a) = x2j(aY, 3<j<n. 
Here we have extended the convention of the last paragraph in the obvious 
way. By (2E), xi(a) EL, , &a) EL, , for all i, j. 
From (13), (14), and the fact that elements of LA commute with elements 
ofL, if A and B are disjoint, it is straightforward to compute xr(a)“l, xr(ap, 
X,(a)“l”aua, for Y in Z+.1 , a in F, . For example, 
xN(a)u1u8u8 = x14(a?)UBu8 = ~~~(01)~~ = xM(a~“* 
= x,Ja)u,u, = %&Y1 = %(a~* 
In this way we obtain 
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(3B) If Y E &.1 , OL EF, , then each of the elements xv(~)“‘, x+(‘~)u’uI, 
x7(uF is of the form x,(a), for a uniquely determined root s in t;, . 
We can now determine relations between the x7(a), I E Z,, , a E F, . 
(3C) The x,.(a) (Y E Z;, , a EF,) satisfy the relations (ll), (12), where now 
the Cdjirs are the Chewalley cur&ants for C,, . 
Proof. When r E Z,,,-r , (11) is satisfied. By the definitions (14), (11) is 
satisfied also when r # &,-r . 
We shall show that if r, s E Z;, , r + s # 0, a, @ EF~, then there is a 
uniquely determined expression for [x,.(a), x&3)] in terms of elements of 
the form x,(y), t E & , y E F, . We need consider only the case when at 
least one of the roots r, s does not lie in .E,,-i . 
It is straightforward to calculate that 
x1@) = x&)u’ = x&y*, 
x&x) = X&pU~ = x&y, 
x&) = xas(cp = x&)upLus, 
xlj(a) = x~(‘Y)U = x&ory, if i 2 4, 
x2(a) = X&)U’UZ, 
x&) = x&p, if i 2 3, 
x&) = x34((Y)u1BgzLII, 
x&x) = X&pU~, if j 2 4, 
xda) = Xij(fq’, if 3<i<j. 
Then we see that if t, s E Z, , a, /3 E F, and at least one of the roots I, s does 
not lie in Z,+, , then either x,(a) ELM and x&I) E LB , where A and B are 
disjoint, or one can choose u = u, , ulua , or uiuaua , such that 
x+(4 = x&P, %@) = %(W, 
for uniquely determined roots v, w in .Z,,-r . In the former case, 
[~,.(a), x8@)] = 1. In the latter case, if Y + s # 0, then v + w # 0, also, and 
the commutator [x,(a), x&3)] is uniquely determined in terms of elements 
x,(y), where p E Z,+r , y EF, . By (3B), [x?(a), x&3)] has a uniquely deter- 
mined expression in terms of elements x&), t E E,, , y E F, . 
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If we carry through our constructions with the group PSp,,(p), which 
satisfies (l), (2), then it is easily checked that the x,.(a) are the elements 
constructed by Ree [6], which satisfy the commutator relation (12). By the 
uniqueness of the expression for the commutators, the X,(N) constructed in 
G also satisfy (12). This proves (3C). 
(3D) G zs PS~sn(q). 
Proof. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by the elements x,(a), 
YE&,, ~EF,. By (3C) and a result of Steinberg [7], the x,.(01) satisfy a set 
of defining relations for Sp,,(q). Hence, HE Sp,,(q) or Hz PSp,,(q). In 
any case, O(H) = 1. 
Since the elements x,(z), 01 E F, , Y = f 2w, , generate L, , the elements 
&4 01 EF, , s = f 2w, , generate L, . Also, the elements x~(o~), cy EF, , 
te.z- n r , generate J. Hence, H contains L,J = C(t,). Since H # C(t,), 
(3A) shows that H = G. If G were isomorphic with Sp,,(q), then C(t,) 
would be the direct product of two subgroups isomorphic to symplectic 
groups over F, , by (IA). By (lC), this is not so. Hence, G s PSp,,(q). This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
We conclude by remarking that the method of constructing a (NV)-pair 
given in [8] can be used in the present case as an alternative to the procedure 
we have just described, and mention two points that arise. If P is the Sylow 
p-subgroup of C(t,), generated by the elements x+.(01), where Y = 2w, or r 
is a positive root in Z,+r , the generalization of Lemma 2.2 of [S] requires the 
fact that the abelian subgroup R generated by the elements x,(a), where 
r=2wi (1 <;<a) or r=wi+wj (2<i<j<n) is a characteristic 
subgroup of P. In [S] th is was proved for the case n = 3 by showing that 
every other abelian subgroup of P has smaller order, but it seems difficult to 
show this in the general case. However, one may compute that R is the 
centralizer in P of the (n - 1)-th term of the lower central series of P. The 
second point is that the generalization of Lemma 2.3 of [8] has been proved 
by P. Chabot: If X is a finite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup T isomorphic 
with a Sylow 2-subgroup of Spa,(q) for some odd q, m > 1, then 
X = C,(j) O(X) for an involution j of Z(T) [the involution corresponding 
to the central involution of 5&,(q)]. 
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